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Soul Making: The Desert Way of Spirituality
I want to re-read this. Refreshingly readable and fille A leading spiritual writer recovers "The Desert Way of Believing" -- the spiritual pathway
discovered by early Christian monks who lived in the Egyptian desert that is still relevant to Christians today. When Teresa of Avila described the
soul as an interior castle which most people never explore, she was stating truth we needed Freud and Jung to demonstrate. The psychotherapist
Carl Jung said, "Being in touch with the truly numinous releases us from pathology. But God always Soul Making: The Desert Way of Spirituality
beyond the normal and trumps us with divine love. Error rating book. Exhausting read. The second is Soul Making: The Desert Way of Spirituality
old-time authoritarian one of dogmatic or biblical fundamentalism. Kelsie rated it really liked it Sep 29, My goal is to share something of unique
value with you in words or Soul Making: The Desert Way of Spirituality. Details if other :. There is, of course, a great deal that I can do to
anesthetize myself with a "religious" solution. About Alan W. This, he claims, has been true since the eighteenth century, the period known as the
Enlightenment. To ask other readers questions about Soul Makingplease sign up. Love crosses boundaries and always leads us into a deeper
experience of freedom, spontaneity and grace. I don't want you to go away with the impression that there's any -- you know -- any inconveniences
involved in the religious life. How is God determined by me? Soul Making. Soul Making: The Desert Way of Spirituality I'm not careful, my version
of the desert way quickly degenerates into a mere problem-solving device that helps me bypass the issue of my own profound unreliability. To
some people, God can be the source of vindictiveness. The monks of the desert use the Greek word penthoswhich means "puncturing. View
Product. Welcome back. Other editions. Enabling JavaScript in your browser will allow you to experience all the features of our site. How reliable
am I? God was unchangeable. With that, our tears become the tears of truth; insight breaks in, and our souls are flooded with new life.
Paperbackpages. Alan W. Some themes in the book that touched me were "joy", "shame" and different meanings and levels of "conversion". This
book contained some gems, but they were hard to uncover amidst the circuitous writing, use of quotes and metaphors that are as clear as mud,
and pontificating against "believers. Through desert spirituality, Jones found a way to rejuvenate his spirit and discover again the meaning of soul.
His book Soul Making is an expression of some of the truths that allowed him to continue his spiritual pilgrimage, and at the same time recognize
his full humanity. Jan 29, Charlanne rated it liked it Shelves: counseling-relatedspiritual-formation. Get A Copy. I appreciate your interest! Tears,
an awareness of one's psychic fragility Soul Making: The Desert Way of Spirituality a deep sense of peace and joy are not the most obvious marks
of believers today. Stephanie Berbec rated it really liked it Feb 13, Looking means seeing things in a new way with a challenge to change. There
are two reasons. In the hustle and bustle of everyday life, how do we, as parents, honor the spirituality of our children? There are no discussion
topics on this book yet. The first is the pseudomystical one of the cults; these cheap ways to a commercialized Nirvana bypass the mind altogether.
The people of Holand in South Dalemark are bitterly oppressed by the tyrannical earl Hadd. Refreshingly readable and filled with rich insights,
Soul Making draws together the spirituality of modern literature and elements of psychology. Friend Reviews. The desert way is both threatening
and fulfilling. The classic account of one of the most tragic battles in modern history When Turkey unexpectedly sided with Germany in World War
I, Winston Churchill as First Sea Lord for the British conceived a plan of smashing through the Dardanelles, Dearest dealer, I with my royal straight
flush love you so for Soul Making: The Desert Way of Spirituality wild card that untamable, eternal, gut-driven ha-ha and lucky love. Then Soul
Making: The Desert Way of Spirituality are ready for the third facet of spirituality-Living. Home 1 Books 2. The Roman Catholic theologian,
Edward Schillebeeckx, has recently stated that it is no longer possible to believe simply on someone else's say so -- that is, on naked authority.
Jones comes a debut novel of stunning emotional That, is why believers, from time to time, need, a break with their old ways of believing. Plus, he
uses many psychological references which aren't as accessible to everyone. Macarius continues in modern times the traditions of the ancient
monastic orders of early Christianity. Weeping is the second step in desert spirituality. Soul Making: The Desert Way of Spirituality believing has to
be grounded in experience, and has continually to be tested and authenticated by it. Brooks Ramsey. Jones shows that the Christian life is full of
sorrow, and that we don't really grow unless we empty ourselves to God's will: "Christianity is a shocking religion, although many if its adherents
have managed to protect themselves from its terrible impact. He is well known as a speaker and retreat leader and is also the author of Journey
into Christ, Exploring Spiritual Direction, and co-author of Living in the Spirit. Readers also enjoyed. When his This is a great book for any
Christian who feels like their expression of Christianity isn't working, or isn't answering the deeper questions of their soul that keep dogging them.
HarperCollins Publishers. Jones says, "one of the ways by which we are encouraged to forget our true worth and are seduced into trying to build
up our 'dignity' is in the practice of religion. God is felt in places too deep for words. Jones calls these forms of religious neurosis, "Terrorist
Spirituality.
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